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ON THE NATURE OF THINGS
BOOK ONE
(111e headnotes that precede each hook are the translator \.)
NOTA BENE: What follows is an abridged Preface
version of BOOK I of the philosophical
poem by Lucretius “On the Nature of Things”. Only select passages are presented,
and each passage is accompanied by a brief description of its content.
Prayerhelp
to Venus
(I 43) understand and navigate an otherwise difficult
This should
you better
and dense
text.
[The
tme nature of the gods] (44 49)*

Appeal to 'vIemmius; the subjeet of the poem (50-61)
Epieurus' triumph over superstition (62--79)
Superstition the cause of crimes; the saerifiee of Iphigenia (80 101)
The need to combat superstitious beliefs (102-135)
The difficulty of the poet's task (136 145)

Basic Principles of Atomism
Nothing can be created out of nothing (146 214)
Nothing can be reduced to nothing (215 264)
'vIatter exists in the form of invisible paJiicles (265 328)
The existence of void (329-417)
Matter and void arc the only ultimate realities (418-448)
All other things are properties or accidents of matter and void (449 482)
The existence of atoms: introduction to the argument (483-502)
The atoms are solid, everlasting, and simple (503 -550)
Being solid and simple, the atoms are indivisible (551-583)
The atoms cannot undergo change (584 598)
Although physically indivisible, the atoms have parts, which are the
minima of extension and magnitude (599-634)

Refutation of l\on-Atomic Theories of Matter
Monism: the theory of Ileraclitus and his followers that fire is the ultimate
substance of the universe (635 -704)

*

See note on these lines.
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Limited pluralism: theories that there arc two or four clements, with
particular reference to the four-element theory of the great Empedocles
(70S-829)
Extreme pluralism: the theory of Anaxagoras (830 920)

Statement of the Poet's Mission
The inspiration, originality, and purpose of the poem (921 9S0)

Infinity of the lJniverse
The infinity of void and matter, and of the universe they compose (9SI10SI)
Refutation of the hypothesis that the universe has a centcr to which matter
tends (I OS2-1 I 13)

Epilogue
lor Memmius
us (1114
II 17) Book I, begins with an
The Encouragement
philosophical poem
“On The and
Nature
of Things”,
invocation of the Goddess Venus. Lucretius asks Venus to help him
write a great poem for his friend Memmius.

Mother of Aeneas' people, delight of human beings and the gods,
Venus, I power oflife, it is you who beneath the sky's sliding stars inspirit
the ship-bearing sea, inspirit the productive land. To you every kind of
living creature owes its conception and first glimpse of the sun's light.
You, goddess, at your coming hush the winds and scatter the clouds; for
you the creative earth thrusts up fragrant flowers; for you the smooth
stretches of the ocean smile, and the sky, tranquil now, is flooded with
effulgent light.
I. 1-43: Venus in this opening passage is a remarkably complex ligure. She
is the goddess of love and fCl1ility from whose union with Anchises Aeneas,
the legendary ancestor of the Romans, was born (sec line I), and she is the lover
of Mars, god of war and father of Romulus and Rcmus (sec 31-40). In addressing her, Lucr. may be conscious also of her being the patron goddess
of Memmius' gens (clan), and certainly he means us to think of the cosmic theory
of Empedoeles, his model as a philosopher-poet: Empedocles assumed the
existence of two motive-Iorees, Love and Strife, under whose influence his four
clements unite and separate, and in I ,uer.'s preface Venus symbolizes the creative
forces in the world, while \I1ars (whom hc calls Mavors. probably in order
to underline his connection with mars. death) represents the destmctive forces.
She also personifies pleasure, the attainment of which, according to Epicureans,
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Once the door to spring is flung open and Favonius'2 fertilizing
breeze, released from imprisonment, is active, first, goddess, the birds of
the air, pierced to the heart with your powerful shafts, signal your entry.
Next wild creatures and cattle bound over rich pastures and swim rushing
rivers: so surely are they all captivated by your charm and eagerly follow
your lead. Then you inject seductive love into the heart of every creature
that lives in the seas and mountains and river torrents and bird-haunted
thickets and verdant plains, implanting in it the passionate urge to reproduce its kind.
Since you and you alone stand at the helm of nature's ship, and since
without your sanction nothing springs up into the shining shores oflight,
nothing blossoms into mature loveliness, it is you whom I desire to be
my associate in writing this poem On the Nature of" Things, which I am
attempting to compose for my friend Memmius.:l Through your will,
goddess, he is always endowed outstandingly with all fine qualities. So
with all the more justification, Venus, give my words charm that will
ensure their immortality.
Meanwhile, cause the barbarous business of warfare to be lulled to
sleep over every land and sea. For you alone have the influence to obtain
for mortals the blessing of tranquil peace, since barbarous war is the
province of Mars mighty in arms who ot1:cn stretches himself back upon
your lap, vanquished by the never-healing wound oflove; throwing back
his handsome neck and gazing up at you, in open-mouthed wonderment
he feasts his greedy eyes with love; and, as he reclines, his breath hangs
upon your lips. As he rests upon your holy body, bend, goddess, to enfold
him in your arms; and from your lips, worshipful lady, let a stream of
is the object of human life. It is to be noted that she is addressed not only as
the power of physical creation and as the source of physical beauty, but also
as the inspirer of poetic productivity and beauty (see 21 28), and it is significant that Lucr.·s proclamation of his originality as a poet with a philosophical
theme (1.92 I tT.) includes several echoes of the invocation to Venus: see
my discussion in Hermalhena 102 (1966) 73 83, at 80-81. In the same article I
draw attention also to parallelisms between the invocation to Venus and the
address to Epicurus at the beginning of Book 3 (I 30) --parallelisms which both
reflect and reinforce Lucr.'s view ·that, just as Venus is the bringer of life,
light, and calm into the physical world, so Epicurus is the bringer of light and
calm into the spiritual world. 1-25 are imitated by Spenser in 177e Faerie Queene
4.10.44 47; and the description of Venus and Mars influenced Byron in Chi/de
Ilaro/d's Pilgrimage 4.51 and probably, through Politian, Botticelli's Mars and
Venus.
2. 11: West wind.
3. 26: On Memmius, see pp. xiii--xiv, xvii.
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sweet, coaxing words flow in an appeal on behalf of the Romans for
placid peace. For at this tempestuous time in my country's history, I
cannot tackle my task with tranquil mind, and the gravity of the situation
is such that the noble descendant of the Memmii cannot fail the cause of
public security.4

A

[for it is inherent in the very nature of the gods that they should enjoy
immortal life in perfect peace, far removed and separated from our
world; free from all distress, free from peril, fully self-sufficient, independent of us, they are not influenced by worthy conduet nor touched by
brief description of the topics of Book I is provided.
anger.]5
As for what follows, Memmius, lend open ears and an alert mind,
released from cares, to true philosophy. My gifts have been arranged for
you with steadfast zeal; be sure that you do not contemptuously discard
them without having understood them. for I will proceed to explain to
you the working of the heaven above and the nature ofthe gods, and will
unfold the primary elements of thingsG from whieh nature creates, increases, and sustains all things, and into which she again resolves them
when they perish. In expounding our philosophy I often call these elements '"matter" or "generative particles of things" or "seeds of things";
60 and, since they are the ultimate constituents of all things, another term I
often use is '"ultimate particles."
50

When all could see that human life lay groveling ignominiously in the
dust, crushed beneath the grinding weight of superstition, which from the
celestial regions displayed its face, lowering over mortals with hideous
scowl, the first who dared to lift mortal eyes to challenge it, the first who
ventured to confront it boldly, was a Greek. 7 This man neither the reputation ofthc gods nor thunderbolts nor heaven's menacing rumbles could
4. 42-43: A probable allusion to Memmius' praetorship of 58

RC.

5. 44-49: These lines occur also at 2.646 651. There they are well adjusted to
their context, but in the present passage they come in abruptly and inappropriately. I low is their appearance to be cxplained? Thcre arc two possibilities:
onc is that Lucr. himself wrote them here but did not live to use them or delete
them (in the same way that he did not live to dcletc 4.45 53); the other is that an
early commentator, considering the lines in Book 2 relevant to, and perhaps
inconsistent with, the invocation to Venus, quoted them, and that the quotation
then found its way into the text. The passage is closely related to Epieurus PD 1.
On the Epicurean conception of the gods, sec pp. xxviii-xxix.
6. 55: The atoms.
7. 66: Epicurus.
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daunt; rather all the more they roused the ardor of his courage and made 70
him long to be the first to burst the bolts and bars of naturc's gates. And
so his mind's might and vigor prevailed, and on he marched far beyond
the blazing battlements of the world,s in thought and understanding
joumeying all through the measureless universe; and from this expedition he retums to us in triumph with his spoils knowledge of what can
arise and what cannot, and again by what law each thing has its scope
restricted and its deeply implanted boundary stone. 9 So now thc situation
is rcvcrsed: superstition is flung down and trampled undcrfoot; we are
raiscd to heaven by victory.
The author points out that religion is often the source of evil, not philosophy.

this connection, I fear that you may pcrhaps imagine that you are 80
starting on the principles of an irreligious philosophy and setting out on a
path of wickedness. But in fact more often it is that very superstition that
has perpetrated wicked and ilTeligious deeds. Consider how at Aulis the
elite of Greece's chieftains, the flower of its manhood, foully polluted the
altar of the Virgin Goddess of the Crossroads with the blood of
Iphianassa. 1o As soon as the ribbon 1l had been fastened about her virgin
locks so that it flowed down either cheek in equal lengths, and as soon as
she had noticed her father standing sorrowfully beforc thc altars, and 90
near him attendants trying to keep the knife coneealcd, and the people
moved at the sight of her to streaming tears, struck dumb with dread and
sinking on her knees, she groped for the ground. Poor girl! Little could it
hclp her at such a time that she had been the first to givc the king the
name of father. For uplifted by masculine hands, she was led, trembling
with ten-or, to the altars. Instead of being escorted by the wedding
hymn's cheerful ring, when the solemn service of sacrificc had been
pcrformed, she was to be immolated by her father and fall a son-owful
and sinless victim of a sinful crime, cheated of the man-iage for which
[n

8. 73: The reference is to the fiery envelope that, according to the Epicureans,
surrounds the world, but there is also the idea of Epieurus being a victorious
general, who, in storming the city, sets its walls ablaze.

9. 76-77: Repeated at 595 596, 5.89 90, 6.65-66. The metaphor of the
boundary stone, which occurs also at 2.1087, is used to emphasize the fundamental Epicurean principle that the powers of everything arc governed and limited by
an inviolable law of nature.
10. 84-86: Agamemnon, eommander-in-ehief of the Greek expedition to Troy,
sacrificed his own daughter Iphianassa (or Iphigenia) to Artemis, the Roman
Diana (the Virgin Goddess of the Crossroads), in order to appease the anger of the
goddess, who was delaying his fleet with contrary winds at Aulis, a port of
Boeotia. Iphigenia was told that she was being brought to Aulis to marry Achilles.
II. 87: The mark of a sacrificial victim.
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she was just ready. And all to what purpose? To enable a fleet to receive
the blessing of a prosperous and propitious departure. Such heinous acts
could superstition prompt. 12

The time may come when you yourself, tenorized by the fearsome
pronouncements of the fable-mongers, 13 will attempt to defect from us.
Consider how numerous are the fantasies they can invent, capable of
confounding your calculated plan of life and clouding all your fortunes
with fear. And with reason; for ifpeople realized that there was a limit set
to their tribulations, they would somehow find strength to defy inational
110 beliefs and the threats of the fable-mongers. As it is, they have no way,
no ability, to ofTer resistance, because they fear that death brings punishment without end. They are ignorant of the nature of the soul: they do not
know whether it is born with the body, or whether on the contrary it
insinuates itself into us at the moment of birth; and they arc uncertain
whether it is dissipated by death and so perishes when we perish, or
whether it visits the gloom and yawning wastes ofOrcus, III or whether it
miraculously steals its way into other creatures 15 as described by our
own poet Ennius, who first brought down from lovely Ilelieon a garland
of perennial leafage, 16 to send his fame flashing through all the peoples
120 of Italy. And yet in his immortal verses Ennius also declares that there arc
precincts of Acheron, 17 where neither soul nor body survives, but only a
kind of wraith weirdly wan and pale. From these parts, so he relates, the
apparition of Homer, of never fading genius, rose and appeared to him
and began to shed briny tears and disclose nature's secrets.
So it is imperative that I give a correct account of celestial phenomena,
explaining what principle governs the courses of the sun and moon, and
130 also what force is responsible for all that happens on earth; above all, my
12. 101: A famous line (Ianlum religio poillit sum/ere ma/orul11), which Voltaire
predicted would last as long as the world.
13. 102: "Fable-mongers" here and at 109 translates the derogatory vatum,
which refers to those who, whether poets or priests, are professional promoters of
traditional religion and mythology.
14. 115: The lower world.
15. 116: A reference to the doctrine of metempsychosis, held by the
Pythagoreans, Empedocles, and Ennius.
16. I 17-ll8: On Ennius and Lucr.'s debt to him, sec pp. x, xi. The typically
Lueretian play on words "Ennius ... perennial" (Latin Ellllius ... perenni)
rel1ects and reinforces the point that Ennius' work is undying. Helicon is a
mountain in Boeotia, sacred to the Muses.
17. 120: A river in the underworld: hence the underworld
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penetrative reasoning must reveal the nature ofthe mind and spirit, 18 and
disclose what it is that visits us when we are buried in sleep or lie awake
in the grip of siekness 1'> and gives us the terrifying illusion of hearing and
seeing facc to face people who arc dead, and whose bones are embosomed in the earth.
I am wide awake to the difficulty of the task of illuminating the
obscure discoveries of the Grecks in Latin verse. Thc main obstacles are
the inadequacy of our language 20 and the novelty of my subject factors
that entail the coinage of many new terms. But your fine qualities, 140
Mcmmius, and the hope of gaining the pleasure of your delightful friendship21 spur me to make a success of my task, however laborious, and
induce me to forego sleep and spend the still calm of the night in quest of
words and verses that will enable me to light the way brightly for your
mind and thus help you to see right to the heart of hidden things.
This terrifying darkness that enshrouds the mind must be dispelled not

The main bulk of BOOK I is devoted to explaining the principles of “atomistic
by the sun's rays and the dazzling darts of day, but by study of the
philosophy”. The author begins by stating and defending the FIRST principle
of his
atomisticaspect
philosophy,
that is, principle
nothing comes
from22nothing.
of nature.
superficial
and underlying

The first stage ofthis study will have this mle as its basis: nothing ever 150
springs miraculously out of nothing. The fact is that all mortals are in the
grip of fear, because they observe many things happening on earth and in
the sky and, being at a complete loss for an explanation of their cause,
suppose that a supernatural power is responsible for them. Therefore, as
soon as we have seen that nothing can be created out of nothing, we shall
have a clearer view of the object of our search, namely the explanation of
the source of all created things and of the way in which all things happen
independently of the gods.
I r things could be created out of nothing, any kind of thing could be 160
produced from any source; nothing would need a seed. In the first place,
human beings could spring from the sea, squamous fish from the ground,
and birds could be hatched from the sky; cattle and other farm animals
and every kind of wild beast would bear young of unpredictable species,
18. 131: The bulk of Book 3 is devoted to demonstration of the corporeal and
mortal nature of the mind (animus) and spirit (anima), the rational and irrational
parts of the soul.

19. 132-133: The reference is to the filmy "images" discharged from the surfaces of objects. Their existence and nature arc demonstrated in Book 4. See pp.
XXVII

XXVlll.

20. 139: Lucr. mentions this difficulty again at 832 and 3.260.
21. 140-145: On the significance of these important lines, sec p. xiii.
22. 146-148: Repeated at 2.59 61,3.91-93,6.39 41.
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and would make their home in cultivated and barren parts without
discrimination. \1oreover, the same fruits would not invariably grow on
the same trees, but would change: any tree could bear any fruit. Seeing
that thcre would be no elements with the capacity to generate each kind
ofthing, how could creatures constantly have a fixed mother? But as it is,
because all are formed from fixed seeds, each is born and issues out into
the shores oflight only from a source where the right matter and the right
ultimate particles exist. And this explains why all things cannot be produced from all things: any given thing possesses a distinct creative
capacity.
A second point: why do we see the rose bursting out in spring, the com
in scorching summer, the vine at autumn's coaxing, if it is not because,
only when the fixed seeds of things have streamed together at their
appropriate time, is any created thing uncovered, while the attendant
seasons assist the prolific earth to deliver the frail objects into the shores
of light in safety? But if they were produced from nothing, they would
suddenly spring up at unpredictable intervals and at unfavorable times of
the year, for there would be no ultimate particles that could be debarred
by the unpropitious season from entering into creative union. Moreover,
so far as growth is concerned, the lapse of time required for the confluence of seed would be unnecessary, if things could arise out of nothing. Children, too young to talk, in an instant would become young
adults, and trees would suddenly bound up out of the ground. But it is
evident that none of these things happens, since in every case growth is a
gradual process, as one would expect, from a fixed seed and, as things
grow, they preserve their specific character; so you may be sure that each
thing increases its bulk and derives its sustenance from its own special
substance.
There is the further point that, if there were no rain at regular times of
the year, the earth would be unable to thrust up her luxuriant produce;
and if deprived of food, animals naturally could not propagate their kind
and keep alive. Therefore the supposition that, as there arc many letters
corrunon to many words,23 so there are many elements common to many
things, is preferable to the view that anything can come into being
without ultimate pat1icles.
Furthermore, why has nature not succeeded in producing human
beings so huge that they could wade across the open sea, making it seem
shallow, and who could dismember mighty mountains with their hands
23. 196-198: Lucr. is fond of this illustration: see 823-829, 907-914, 2.688699, 1013 1022. Conveniently, the Latin word e1emenla can mean "letters of the
alphabet" as well as "elements."
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and outlive many generations? Surely the reason is that things are created
from a definite, appointed substance, and it is firmly laid down what this
substance can produce. Therefore we are bound to admit that nothing can
come into being from nothing, because a seed is essential as the source
from which each thing can be produced and committed to the care of the
air's soft breezes.
Finally, since we sec that cultivated ground is superior to uncultivated
and rewards the labor of our hands with improved yield, it is evident that 210
the earth contains clements of things which we rouse from dormancy
when we turn up the fertile clods with the plowshare and trench the soil.
If this were not so, our labor would be unnecessary, because you would
The author continues by stating and defending the SECOND principle of his
see things everywhere improve considerably of their own accord.
atomistic philosophy, that is, nothing is reduced into nothing.
The complement of the foregoing doctrine is the principle that, although nature resolves everything into its constituent particles, she never
annihilates anything. For if anything were subject to destruction in all its
parts, anything might be whisked out of sight in a flash and cease to exist:
no force would be needed to efrect the dispersion of its parts by unravel- 220
ing its interlaced fabric. But as it is, because all things are composed of
imperishable sceds, nature does not allow us to witness the destruction of
anything until it has encountered a force that dashes it to pieces or works
its way inside through the interstices and so breaks it up.
Moreover, if time wholly destroys the things it wastes and sweeps
away, and engulf.., all their substance, whence does Venus escort each
kind of creature back into the light of life'! Or, when this is done, from
what store docs the creative earth furnish the food to sustain and
strengthen each? From what source is the sea provided with an unfailing 230
supply of water by its native springs and by the rivers that rise far beyond
its bounds? Where docs the ether lind fuel to feed the stars? For everything of perishable substance must inevitably have been swallowed up
by the sweep of infinite time and days that arc no more. But if through
that space of ages past the elements that compose and reshape the universe have survived, it is certain that they arc endowed with an immortal
nature. Therefore it is impossible for anything to return to nothing.
Furthermore, the same force would cause the destruction of all things
without exception, if there were no imperishable substance, more or less 240
closcly interwoven, to give them stability. The fact is that a mere touch
would be enough to cause their death, since there would be no imperishable clements to form a web that in each case could be unwoven only by
a real force. But as it is, because the elements are intelwoven in various
ways, and their matter is imperishable, things survive intact until they
encounter a force sharp enough to unweave their particular fabric. Noth-
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ing, therefore, returns to nothing, but everything dissolves and returns to
the elements of matter.
250
Lastly, the rains disappear, when father sky has sent them spurting
down into the lap of mother earth;24 but erops spring up and show a
sheen, branches clothe themselves with green leaves, and trees grow and
beeome heavy with fruit. This is what provides the human raee and
beasts with nourishment; this is what gives us the happy sight of cities
blooming with children, and leafy woodlands full of the song of newhatehed birds; this is what causes cattle and sheep, exhausted by their
very plumpness, to lie down in luxuriant pastures, and white moist milk
260 to ooze from distended udders; this is what enables newborn creatures to
frisk and play on unsteady legs in the tender grass, their young minds
intoxicated with neat milk.25
And so no visible object ever suffers total destruction, since nature
renews one thing from another, and docs not sanction the birth of anyThe author
continues by thing unless she receives the compensation of another's death.
noting Ithat
what
,
exists ,;is oftenNow
invisible.

then, I have taught that things cannot be produced from nothing,
and also that, once born, they cannot be reduced to nothing. But in case
you arc beginning to treat my words with skepticism because the elements of things are imperceptible to our eyes, let me draw your attention
270 to other particles that, though invisible, have undeniable reality.
In the first place, thc wild wind awakened whips the waves of the sea,
capsizes huge ships, and sends the clouds scudding; sometimes it swoops
and sweeps across the plains in tearing tornado, strewing them with great
trees, and hammers the heights of mountains with forest-splitting blasts.
Such is the frenzied fury of the wind, when it shrieks shrill, rages, and
menacingly mUlmurs. Undoubtedly, therefore, there are invisible particles of wind that sweep the sea, sweep the lands, sweep the clouds in the
2RO sky, buffeting and battering them with swirling suddenness. The flow of
their current and the devastation they deal is no different from that of a
river in sudden spate: water is by nature soft, but when swollen by a great
deluge racing down from high mountains after heavy rains, it rams
together debris of forests and whole trees; even sturdy bridges cannot
withstand the sudden shock of the advancing flood, so furious is the force
24. 250-251: Lucr. again (as in the opening lines orthe poem) exploits mythology for his poetic and philosophical purposes. The story of the marriage of earth
and sky is an old one. The poet returns to it in 2.991 998, a passage that seems to
have been inOueneed by Euripides.
25. 259-261: Serious in his love of animals but lighthearted in his writing here,
Lucr. suggests that the reason for the unsteadiness and playfulness of the newborn creatures is that their mothers' milk has the intoxicating effect of neat wine.
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with which thc river, made to boil by bulk of rain, dashes against the
piles; with thundering roar it deals destruction, rolling big boulders beneath its waves and sweeping away all that obstructs its course. This, 290
then, is the way in which currents of wind also must operate: when, with
the strength of a river, they have pounced in any direction, they chase
things before them and sweep them away in attack after attack and
sometimcs, swooping upon them in swirling eddy, whirl them around
and carry them off in a swi ft tornado. So I insist that there are invisible
particles of wind, since in their effects and behavior they are found to
rival great rivers, whose substance is manifest. 26
Then again, we smell the various odors of things, even though we
never sec them approaching our nostrils; we do not observe seething 300
heat, nor can we discern cold with our eyes, nor do we see sounds; and
yet all these must be of a corporeal nature, since they have the power to
act upon our sensory organs. For nothing can touch or be touched. unless
it is corporeal.
Moreover, garments hung up on a wave-plashed shore grow damp,
and the same gmn1ents spread out in the sun grow dry. Yet we do not see
how the moisture has soaked them through, nor again how it has withdrawn under the influence of the heat. Therefore the moisture is sprayed
out in the form of tiny particles that are completely invisible to our eyes. 310
Furthermore, as the sun completes many annual circuits, a finger ring
is worn thin on the inside; the fall of water drop by drop hollows a stone;
the curved plowshare, though made of iron, imperceptibly sufTers attrition in the fields; we see the stone pavements of streets worn away by the
feet of the crowd; and the bronze statues by city gates display right hands
rubbed thin by the frequent reverential touch of passersby. We observe,
then, that all these objects, being worn away, are losing substance; but 320
our inadequate faculty of sight has debarred us from being shown what
particles arc departing at any particular moment.
Lastly, whatever increase nature in course of time apportions little by
Text
little to things, duly curbing their growth. cannot be perceived by straining the keenest eyesight. Likewise, whenever things waste away,
decayed by age, or cliffs beetling over the sea are devoured by the
corroding brine, you cannot sec what they lose at any single moment.
Therefore it is by means of invisible particlcs that nature does her work ...."
26. 271-297: The argument that the existence of invisible atoms is believable.
because the invisible wind has visible effects equal to those of water, which is
visible, is brilliantly conceived and presented. On the elaborate correspondences
between the simile (the description of the river in t1ood) and the context (the
description of the wind), sec especially D. West, Philologu.l' 114 (1970) 272-274.
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The author then argues that void must
exist besides matter, or else movement
would be impossible. This is the THIRD
principle of atomistic philosophy.
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Yet it is not tlUe that everything is packed solid and confined on every
side by corporeal substance; for there is void in things. Knowledge of
this fact will stand you in good stead in many connections; it will prevent
you from straying in uncertainty, from continually questioning about the
universe, and from treating my words with skepticism. There is, then,
intangible space, void, and vacuity. Otherwise, movement would be
absolutely impossible. for the obvious province of matter, namely to
prevent 27 and obstlUet, would operate against all things all the time, with
the result that nothing could advance bceause nothing would begin to
give way. But as it is, throughout the seas and lands and heights of
heaven we plainly perceive countless things moving in countless
dif1erent ways; whereas if void did not exist, things would not so much
be robbed and deprived of restless motion, as could never under any
circumstances have been produced at all, since on every side matter
would be packed solid in a motionless mass.
Moreover, no matter how solid things may appear to be, they arc in
fact of a porous consistency, as you may perceive from the following
examples. In caverns moist streams of water seep through, making the
rocks all weep with an abundance of drops. food distributes itself into
every part of an animal's body. Trees grow and produce a profusion of
flU it in season, because their sustenance is diffused right through them
from the deepest roots, up through the trunks, and into every branch.
Sounds penetrate pal1itions and wing their way through the walls of
houses. Numbing cold permeates to our very bones. But you could not
possibly perceive these things happening if there were no empty spaces
that the various pal1icles could usc as passages.
Lastly, why, in the case of objects of identical bulk, do we observe that
some weigh more than others? If a ball of wool and a lump of lead
contain an equal quantity of matter, the two ought to be of equal weight,
because it is the function of matter to press everything downward,
whereas void by nature is invariably weightless. So an object which is
evidently lighter than another of equal bulk without doubt shows plainly
that it contains more void; conversely, the heavier object indicates that it
contains more matter and much less vacuity. Therefore it is indisputable
that, as I have been seeking to prove by penetrative reasoning, what we
term void exists as an ingredient in things.
In this connection, I feel obliged to anticipate the false view of certain
theorists,28 for fear it should divert you from the tlUth. They claim that
27. 336-337: The translation "province ... prevent" is an inadequate attempt to
reproduce the pun oIJicium ...
28. 370-371: The theory that Lucf. goes on to refute was held by Empedocles,
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But now, to resume the work of weaving the web of my argument, the
420 universe in its essential nature is composed of two things, namely matter
and the void in which matter is located and moves in every direction. The
existence of matter is proved by universal sensation; and unless in the
first place trust in sensation is established as an unshakeable foundation,3l there will be no criterion to which we can refer in thc casc of
things hidden from view in order to verify any matter by reasoning. Then
again, if therc were no room and space -void, as we call it- matter
could not be located anywhcre, and its movement in any direction would
be absolutely impossible. This is the point r explained to you a little
430 while ago. 32 Besides these nothing exists that you could declare to be
distinct and divorced from both matter and void, whose discovery would
involve the existence of a kind of third constituent. For whatever exists
must be something in its own right; and if it is susceptible of even the
lightest and faintcst touch, its very existcnce cnsures that it will increase
the aggregate of matter by an amount either great or small and augment
the total sum. But ifit is intangible, having no ability to prevent anything
from passing through it in any direction, then undoubtedly it will be that
empty space which we call void.
440
Moreover, whatever exists as a separate entity will either act upon
something or submit to being acted upon by othcr things, or its nature
will be such that things can exist and happen in it. But nothing can act or
be acted upon, unless it is corporeal; and again, nothing except void and
vacuity can providc spacc.
Therefore, apart from void and matter, no third constituent with a
separate cxistence can be allowed to remain in the aggregate of things,
such as might at any time be perceived by our senses or apprehended by
the exercise of reason.
30. 410-4 t 7: Engagingly, Luer. makes gentle fun of his missionary zeal, though
one should not doubt that he is completely serious in his declared readiness to do
whatever is necessary in his attempt to convert Memmius to Epicureanism (sec
140-145). Although this passage is Lucr. 's own, he may have taken his cue from
Epieurus, who at the end of On Nature 28 makes fun of his garrulity; and so may
Diogenes ofOinoanda, author of the massive Epicurean inscription (sec pp. xxxxi), who humorously mentions the vast number of letters he has converted into
stone for the information and salvation of his readers (Ii: 116).

31. 422-425: Sensation, according to the Epicureans, is the primary standard of
truth. Cf. 693-700, 4.478- 521, and sec pp. xxiv xxv.
32. 429: 335- 345, 370 383.
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You will find that all predicable things are either properties or accidents 450
of matter and void. 33 A property is what cannot under any circumstances
be severed and separated from a body without the divorce involving
destruction: such is the relationship of heaviness to rocks, heat to fire,
liquidity to water, touch to all matter, intangibility to void. On the other
hand, to slavery, poverty and wealth, freedom, war, concord, and all
other things whose coming and going does not impair the essential nature
of a thing, we regularly apply the appropriate term accidents. Likewise
time has no independent existence: rather from events themselves is 460
derived a sense of what has OCCUlTed in time past, of what is happening at
present, and of what is to follow in the future; and it must be admitted
that no one has a sense of time as an independent entity, but only as
something relative to the movement of things and their restful calm.
Again, when people assert that the rape of Tyndareus' daughter34 and
the subjugation of the people of Troy in war are facts, beware of possibly
being trapped by them into an acknowledgment that these events have an
independent existence, simply because those generations of human
beings, of whom they were accidents, have been swept away beyond
recall by ages past. For it could be said that any event is an accident 470
either of the whole earth or of the actual regions in which it occurred.
Moreover, if there had been no material substance, and no place and
space in which all things happen, the beauty of Tyndareus' daughter
would never have fanned into flame the fire of passion smoldering deep
in Phrygian Alexander's35 heart, so kindling the blazing strife of savage
war; nor would the wooden horse, unknown to the Trojans, have
discharged from its pregnant womb under cover of night the Greeks who
filled Pergama36 with flames. From this you may elearly see that all
events without exception have, unlike matter, no independent existence,
and cannot be said to exist in the samc sense as void; rather you may with 480
justification
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My next contention is that two kinds of bodies are to be distinguished:
there are primary elements of things, and objects compounded of primary elements. As for the primary elements, no force has power to
extinguish them, for the solidity of their substance assures them of victory in the end. And yet it seems difficult to believe that it is possible to
33. 449-482: On properties and accidents, see also Epieurus Hdt. 40, 68 ·73.
34. 464: Helen of Troy.
35. 474: Paris.
36. 476: The citadel of Troy.
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find any body composed of solid mattcr. For the thunderbolt from the sky
490 penetrates the walls of houses, as do voices and sounds; iron grows
white-hot in the furnace, and rocks exposed to the ferocity of fervent fire
splinter apart; gold, for all its firmness, is dissolved and liquefied by heat,
and icy bronze, mastered by the flame, melts; warmth and penetrating
cold filter through silver, as is proved by our experience of first one, then
the other, when, in accordance with custom, we hold cup in hand while
sparkling water is poured in from above. Such is the strcngth of the
evidence that the universe seemingly eontains nothing solid. But true
reasoning about the nature of things cannot be defied; so give me your
500 attention while in the space of a few verses I prove that bodies composed
of solid and indestructible matter do exist. It is these which, according to
our teaching, are the seeds and primary clements of things, the constituents and components of the universe.
In the first place, since our investigations have shown that the two
elements, matter and the void in which all things happen, have two
completely different natures, each must be an independent, uncompounded entity. For wherever there is empty space, which we term void,
there is no matter; and again, wherever matter is stationed, under no
510 circumstances is there empty void. It follows that the ultimatc particles
are solid and contain no void.
Moreover, since created things contain void, the void must be surrounded by solid matter: nothing can be shown by valid argument to
contain void concealed in its substance, unless you concede that what
confines the void is solid; and the only thing capable of keeping in
confinement the void within objects is an aggregate of matter. Therefore
matter, which consists of solid substance, is able to be everlasting, even
though all compound bodies suffer dissolution.
520
There is the further point that, if there were no empty space, the whole
universe would consist of solid matter; conversely, if there wcre no
definite bodies to fill the places which they occupy, the whole universe
would be space, vacuum, and void. So it is evident that matter and void
are interspersed and alternate with one another, since the universe is
neither a complete plenum nor a complete vacuum. There are, therefore,
definite bodies that have the effect of interspersing empty space with
full space. These bodies cannot be shattered by the impact of blows
from without, nor can their fabric be penetrated and so unraveled from
530 within, nor can they be demolished by any other kind of assault; this
is a point I explained to you a little while ago. I? For obviously it is
37. 531: 215-264,485-502.
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impossible for anything containing no void to be crushed or smashed or
cut in two, or for it to admit any of the forces fatal to all compound
things -moisture, permcating cold, and penetrating fire. And the more
void each thing holds within it, the more its internal structure is weakencd by the assaults of these forces. So if the ultimate particles are,
as I have taught, solid and without void, they must of necessity be
everlasting.
Besides, if matter had not been everlasting, before now all things 540
would have rcturned to nothing, and everything we sec must have been
reborn from nothing. But since I have shown above 3s that nothing can be
created out of nothing or, once born, reduced to nothing, the first elements must consist of imperishable substance, into which everything can
be resolved at its last hour, so that a constant supply of matter may be
available for the rencwal of things. Therefore the primary clements are
solid and simple; otherwise they could not have been preserved through
550
the ages and so renewed things from infinite time past.
Again, ifnature had appointed no limit beyond which things cannot be
broken up, the particles of matter would already have been so pulverized
by the destructive hand of past ages that nothing could within a specific
length of time bc conceived from them and win its way to the prime of
life. For it is an obscrvable fact that anything can be dcstroyed faster than
it can be rceonstrueted; and so what eternity's long duration of days and
all time past would already have disarranged and disintegrated could 560
nevcr be repaired in thc rest of time. But as it is, it is evident that a
dcfinitc and pcrmanent limit to the process of dcstruction has been established, since we observe that each thing is rencwed, and that for every
kind of being therc is cstablished a specific period of time in which it is
able to attain the bloom of maturity.
There is the further point that, once it is allowed that void is an
ingredient in things, the absolute solidity of thc ultimate particles of
matter can be reconcilcd with an explanation of the formation and behavior of all soft substances air, water, earth, and fire.]') On the other 570
38. 543: 149--264.
39. 567: The four elements of Empedoeles, whose theory is criticized in 716-829. Their perishability is one ofLuer.'s objections in that passage, and it is also
one of his arguments for the mortality of the world in 5.235 323. Here he may be
thinking not only of Empedocles, but also of Anaxagoras (see 847-856) and
those who, like I leraclitus (see 635--7(4), chose one of the four substances as the
primary clement.
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hand, if the primary clements of things were soft, the origin of hard
flintstones and iron would be inexplicable, because nature as a whole
would be without any initial foundation. The clements therefore derive
their power from their solidity and simplicity, and it is their concentration in denser union that enables all compound bodies to be closcly
compacted and display stalwart strength.
Moreover, even on the supposition that no limit to the division of
matter has been established,40 it must be admitted that particles corresponding to every kind of thing have survived to this day from time
580 everlasting, hitherto immune to the danger of any attack. But since such
particles are by nature fragile, the supposition does not tally with the fact
that they have succeeded in surviving from time everlasting in spite of
having been battered through the ages by innumerable blows.
Furthermore, since in the case of each species, a lixed limit of growth
and tenure oflife has been established, and since the powers oreach have
been defined by solemn decree in accordance with the ordinances of
nature, and since, so far from any species being susceptible of variation,
each is so constant that from generation to generation all the variegated
590 birds display on their bodies the distinctive markings of their kind, it is
evident that their bodies must consist of unchanging substance. For, if the
primary elements of things could be overpowered and changed by any
means, it would be impossible to detem1ine what can arise and what
cannot, and again by what law each thing has its scope restricted and its
deeply implanted boundary stone;41 and it would be equally impossible
for the generations within each species to conform so consistently to the
author
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divisible and thus there must be indivisible particles (i.e. atoms).

600

Then again,42 since each of those ultimate paJiicles that are beneath
the ken of our senses has an extreme point, that point is evidently without
palis and is the smallest existence; it never has had and never will be able
to have an independent, separate existence, since it is itsclfa primary and
unitary part of something else. Then rank upon rank of similar palis in
40. 577-583: Luer. 's main target here is Anaxagoras, for whom matter is infinitely divisible (see 843 844).
41. 595-596: Identical to 76 77 (sec notc therc), 5.89-90, 6.65- 66.
42. 599-634: The doctrine that each atom, though physically indivisible, has a
limited number of inscparablc "smallcst parts," which arc the minima of extcnsion and magnitude, is expounded by Epicurus lIdt. 56-59. Lucr. introduces it
again at 746-752, where he is criticizing EmpedocIcs and others who think like
him, and at 2.478 499, where he is arguing that thc number of atomic shapes is
not infinite.
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close fonnation provide the ultimate particle with its full complement of
substance and, since they cannot have an independent existence, they
must cling so fast to the whole atom that they cannot by any means be
wrenched apart from it. The primary clements are therefore solid and
simple, being formed of smallest parts packed solid in a closely cohering 610
mass; thcy are not compounded as a result of the assembly of those parts,
but rather derive their powcr from thcir everlasting simplicity; nature
docs not allow anything to be torn away or subtracted from them and so
preserves the seeds of things.
Moreover. if there is no smallest point, every minutest body will be
composed of an infinite number of parts, since a half of a halfwill always
have a halfand there will be no limit to the possibility of division. If this
is the case, what will distinguish the whole universe from the smallest thing in it? Nothing; for, no matter how fully infinite is the whole 620
universe, the minutest objects will equally be composed of an infinite
number of PaIts. But since sound judgment loudly protests against this
conclusion and denies that the mind can believe it, you must admit defeat
and acknowledge the existence of points that have no PaIts and are the
smallest things; and this being so, you must also acknowledge the existence of solid and everlasting primary elements.
Lastly, if it had been creative nature's way to compel all things to be
resolved into their smallest parts, she would no longer be able to renew 630
anything out of them, because objects that arc insufficiently bulky to
have any parts cannot possess the essential characteristics of generative
matter, namely the variety of interlacements, weights, collisions, concurrences, and movements that cause all things to happen.
And so those who have thought that fire is the ultimate substance of
things, and that fire is the sole constituent ofthe universe, have obviously
deviated far from the path of sound judgment. The first to join battle as
their leader was Heraclitus,43 whose dark sayings gained him a bril43. 638: Epicurean writers, likc writers from other philosophical schools,
devoted much spacc to refutation .of rival thCDries and were often less than
completely fair to their opponents. Lucr. is no exception: it has been calculated by
K. Kleve, "The PhilDsophieal Polemics in Lucretius," in O. Gigon (cd.), LucriiCe
(Fondation Hardt: Geneva, 1978) 39-75, that more than IS percent of his work is
openly polemical, and, as thc following treatment of Ileraclitus, Empedocles, and
Anaxagoras shows, he docs not always fully and accurately prcscnt the views that
he criticizes. Like Diogenes of Oinoanda (fi: 6), he begins his review of rival
theories of matter (635-920) with Heraclitus of Ephesus (c.S40 e.480 B.C.),
who, believing that everything is in flux, and that equilibrium in the world is
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since this philosophy of ours often appears somewhat ofr-putting to those
who have not experienced it, and most people recoil back from it, I have
prcferred to expound it to you in halIDonious Pierian poetry and, so to
speak, coat it with the sweet honey ofthe Muses. My hope has been that
by this means I might perhaps succeed in holding your attention concenThe author concludes book I by arguing — SIXTH
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form of its structure.
Now then, since I have demonstrated that indestructible particles of
absolutely solid matter fly about incessantly throughout cternity, lct us
reveal whether there is a limit to their sum or not; let us establish also
whether the void whosc existence we have discovered, the place and
space in which everything happens, is essentially finite, or whether it
opens out to boundless breadth and abyssal depth.
In fact, the universe is not bounded in any direction; otherwise it
would inevitably have an extremity. Now it is plain that nothing can have 960
an extremity, unless there is something on the farther side to bound it, so
that there is seen to be a point beyond which our vision cannot trace the
object. And since we must admit that there is nothing outside the aggregate of things, it has no extremity and therefore has no end or limit,75 It
makes no difference in which area of it you take up your position,
because, no matter what place anyone may occupy, the infinite extent of
the universe in every direction is not diminished.
Then again, just supposc that all the existing space were finite, and
that someone ran forward to the edge of its faJihest border and launched a 970
spear into f1ight: do you favor the view that the spear, cast with virile
vigor, would fly far and reach its target, or do you suppose that something could check it by obstructing its course? You must grant and adopt
one or the other of these hypotheses, and yet both deny you a subterfuge
and compel you to acknowledge that the expanse of the universe is
infinite. For whether there is something to check the spear and prevent it
from hitting its mark and lodging in its target, or whether it flies on, it did
not start from the end of the universe. In this way T will dog you: 980
wherever you locate the farthest border, I will ask about the ultimate fate
of the spear. Our conclusion will be that nowhere can a boundary be
fixed: no escape will ever be-found from the limitless possibility of
flight.
Moreover, if the whole extent of the entire aggregate of things were
hemmed in on all sides and had fixed borders, so that it was finite, the
fund of matter, impelled by its solid weight, would have streamed together from all sides to the bottom; nothing could happen beneath the
75. 958-964: Cf. Epicurus Hdl_ 41.
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pavilion of the sky: indeed there would be no sky at all and no light of the
sun, sincc from time evcrlasting all mattcr would have been subsiding
into an inert mass. But, in fact, the ultimate particles are assuredly given
no respite from movement, because there is no bottom at all where they
can eongregate and settle. All activity on all sides always takes place in
perpetual motion, and the paJ1icies of matter are supplied from below,
darting out of infinite space.
Lastly, before our eyes one thing is seen to bound another: the air sets
a boundary to the hills, and the mountains to the air; the land delimits the
sea, and the sea delimits every land; but the universe has nothing beyond
to bound it.
Therefore the nature of space and the unfathomable depth of its abyss
is such that not even streaks of lightning, gliding through the desert of
eternity, could career through it in their course, nor could their progress
diminish at all the distance that remains to be traveled. Such is the
immensity of the area of space that everywhere lies open to things,
infinite in every direction on every side.
Furthermore, nature denies the aggregate of things the power of' confining itself within limits, since she compels matter to be bounded by
void, and void by matter, so that by their alternation she makes the
universe infinite; or else, even if one of the two component pal1S were
not bounded by the other, the extent of its own simple substance would
be measureless. [But, if space were finite, it could not contain an infinite
amount of matter; and if the aggregate of matter were finite,]76 neither
sea nor land nor the lambent precincts of the sky nor the race of mortals
nor the sacred bodies of the gods 77 could subsist for one short hour of
time. For the fund of matter, wrenched apaJ1 from union, would be
disaggregated and calTied through the vast void; or, to be more precise, it
would never have concreted to create anything, since its disconnected
elements could not have been united. n
Certainly the primary elements did not intentionally and with acute
intelligence dispose themselves in their respective positions, nor did they
covenant to produce their respective motions;79 but because throughout
the universe from time everlasting countless numbers of them, buffeted
and impelled by blows, have shifted in countless ways, experimentation
with every kind of movement and combination has at last resulted in
76. 1013: A lacuna must be assumed after 1013. The words in brackets give the
likely sense of the missing lines.
77. 1015: On the Epicurean gods, sec pp. xxviii· xxix.
78. 1014-1020: Cr. Diogenes of Oinoanda/r. 67.
79. 1021-1023: Repeated at 5.419-421.
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arrangements such as those that created and eomposc our world;xO and
the world, guaranteed preservation through many long years once it had 1030
been directed into harmonious movements, in its tum ensures that the
rivers replenish the insatiable sca with plentiful streams of water, that the
earth, warmed by the sun's fostering heat, renews her produce, that the
family of animals springs up and thrives, and that the gliding ethereal
fires have life. Hut they could not possibly do this, unless an abundance
of matter were able to issue from infinite space, so that they constantly
make good all their losses in due season. For just as animals, deprived of
food, naturally lose substance and dwindle away, so all things are bound
to disintegrate as soon as their supply of matter, diverted somehow from 1040
its course, has failed. And external blows on all sides cannot conserve the
whole of any world fonned by the combination of atoms. Hy dint of
repeated hammering, the atoms can keep part of it in check temporarily
until reinforcements arrive to make up the sum. Sometimes, however,
they are forced to rebound and thereby give the primary elements of
things ample space and time to escape, enabling them to break loose
from union. So I insist that multitudinous atoms must rise up lout of
in fact, there could not even be a succession of blows, if there 1050
were not infinite resources of matter on all sides.
In this connection, Memmius, give a wide berth to the belief of those
who say that all things gravitate toward the center of the world, that
this gravitation enables the world to stand firm without the help of
external blows, and that top and bottom cannot disperse in any direction
because of the universal centripetence-if indecd you believe that anything can be self-supported. 82 They suppose that all heavy objects in the
antipodes press upward and rest on the earth in a reversed position, like 1060
the ref1ections of things that we observe in water. Similarly they argue
that animals roam upside down and cannot drop off the earth into the
regions of the sky below any more than our bodies can of their own
accord shoot up into the celestial precincts; that inhabitants of the antipodes see the sun when we arc looking at the stars of the night; that they
share the seasons with us alternately, and that their nights correspond to
our days.
80. 1024-1028: Cf. 5.187 194,422-431.
81. 1049: I have supplied the words in brackets to make the sense clear.
82. 1052-1113: Although D. 1. Furley, Bulletin of the Illstitute (){ Classical
Studies 13 (1966) 16- 23, argues that Lucr. is arguing here only against the
Peripatetics, I have no doubt that he is targeting the Stoics as well. See my note on
this passage in the Locb edition and the note above on 638.

